Abstract. The open nature of the World Wide Web makes evaluating webpage credibility challenging for users. In this paper, we aim to automatically assess web credibility by investigating various characteristics of webpages. Specifically, we first identify features from textual content, link structure, webpages design, as well as their social popularity learned from popular social media sites (e.g., Facebook, Twitter). A set of statistical analyses methods are applied to select the most informative features, which are then used to infer webpages credibility by employing supervised learning algorithms. Real dataset-based experiments under two application settings show that we attain an accuracy of 75% for classification, and an improvement of 53% for the mean absolute error (MAE), with respect to the random baseline approach, for regression.
Introduction
The web is a dynamic environment where users interact with a huge volume of information (e.g., via search engines, social networks). However, due to the openness of the web, anyone can produce any content, a lot of which is published without being rigorously fact-checked. This greatly influences people's daily activities as many users rely on the web as their primary information source to make decisions. For example, earthquakes rumors succeeded to induce panic within the targeted communities 1 . The speed at which the numerous examples of hoaxed web information spread (e.g., kidnapping rumours 2 , attack rumours 3 ), poses important challenges to users. Users generally lack evidence about the factors that characterize credibility, such as the author expertise and trustworthiness in delivering credible information [1] . It is therefore imperative to provide users appropriate tools to help them correctly assess the credibility of the webpages they visit and avoid being affected by misleading or false information.
Assessing information credibility is not new [2] ; yet, while peer reviewing has been ensuring content quality in traditional media (e.g., books or scholarly articles), the web has enabled anyone to publish without restriction. On the one hand, existing approaches to credibility assessment rely on humans judging visualizations of web page aspects [3, 4] . On the other hand, one may leverage the "wisdom of the crowds", i.e., other users' credibility evaluations. However, due to the large, fast-growing volume of information on the web, a significant fraction of pages will receive little or no evaluation [5] . To address this problem, we aim to automate the task by using solely the information available on the web, that is, by investigating the various characteristics of web page content.
Contributions and Paper Organization. In this paper, we show how webpage credibility can be automatically and accurately assessed by employing machine learning algorithms. To do so, we first identify a set of features that are expected to be relevant for web credibility assessment. Then, we comprehensively study webpage characteristics by investigating various information sources in order to building a general-purpose and automated web credibility assessment framework. Specifically, in §3, we explore features falling in two main categories: (1) content features which refer to features that can be computed either based on the textual content of the webpages, text-based features, or based on the webpage structure, appearance and metadata features; and (2) social features which include features that reflect the online popularity of a webpage and its link structure. In §4, we show how the selected features are applied to assess webpages credibility as a binary result (i.e., classification) and on a five-point Likert scale (i.e., regression) using supervised learning algorithms. Experiments conducted on a real dataset show that for binary classification, our approach achieves 70% or more precision and recall; for regression, our approach improves the mean absolute error (MAE) by 53%. We conclude in §5.
Related Work
Some previous work on web credibility evaluation aims to identify the most relevant features for credibility assessments and make them more prominent to users [3, 4] , while others use such features to automate the credibility assessment [6] [7] [8] [9] . In this section, we survey work that (1) identifies relevant features and (2) proposes methods for automatic web credibility assessment.
Web Credibility Features. Fogg et al. made a quantitative study where users were asked to rate and comment upon the webpages' credibility [10] . They found that users are more influenced by prominent features (e.g., website design, advertising). In [3] the focus is on three categories of webpage features that are difficult for users to assess: on-page features -found on the webpage but hard to assess; off-page features -information made public by Internet companies/organizations; and aggregate features -inferred from information owned by such companies, but not readily available to users. In [11, 12] , the authors determine the quality of users generated content based on a set of factors believed to impact the community preferences. It was observed that the aggregation of several types information sources, e.g., content-based features (e.g., comment informativeness, readability) with user-based features (e.g., category activity, profile views), leads to more accurate results. Other studies focus on tweets credibility perception [8, 13, 14] . For instance, in [13] the non-standard use of grammar and punctuation are found to indicate low credibility perceptions of tweets. By leveraging the works reviewed above, we comprehensively investigate web credibility related features ( §3).
Web Credibility Assessment. Recent work proposed to visually augment web pages with features providing evidence about their credibility [3, 4] . Although more meaningful information is provided to users, augmenting web pages brought little benefit due to lack of prominence [3] : showing many features to users is undesirable; each feature would become less prominent due to information clutter. In contrast, we want to automatically infer the webpages' credibility.
Other solutions attempt automated web content credibility assessment [4, 6, 7, 11, 15, 16] . In [15, 16] , credibility scores are computed based on Web's link structure. To compute link-based features, at least a local view of the webpage neighborhood in the web graph is needed. From our feature set only pagerank reflects the webpage position in the web graph. Others use weighting schemes to combine different features and predict credibility scores [4, 6, 7] . In [4] the authors showed that Google search enhanced with their ranking system returns more credible webpages than Google search alone. Other similar approaches either lack a thorough evaluation [7] , or the obtained scores do not to correlate with human judges [6] .
The machine learning based solutions are closer to our work [8, 11, 17] . In [11] the problem of ranking comments from social web is casted as a regression problem. In [8] tweets credibility is automatically assessed. They use a supervised classifier to label the newsworthy tweets as credible or not. Sondhi et. al. employ a supervised learning approach to predict the reliability of health related webpages [17] . In contrast, we aim to assess web credibility without a particular emphasis on a certain type of web content, thus making our approach more generic. Furthermore, we conduct an extensive feature study by exploring various information sources to improve accuracy of machine learning algorithms.
Features Exploration
We aim to automatically assess webpages credibility by employing machine learning techniques. To this end, first, we explore useful webpage properties for credibility assessments that can be inferred from readily available information on the webpage or at third party sites. We then define features that characterize each one of these properties. We group these features in two categories: content features that are present on the webpage and can be computed using the webpage textual content (e.g., part of speech, punctuation), or the webpage design and meta-information elements (e.g., CSS style definitions, ads); and social features that may not be available on the webpage, but represent public information available on popular social media platforms (e.g., Facebook, Twitter). Next we provide motivation and a detailed description of the webpage properties that we consider in this work, along with their corresponding features, which are listed in Table 1 .
Content Features
Text-Based Features: Content categorization. Users may have different assumptions, levels of involvement, tasks, and interests, which might affect their perception and, thus, interpretation of the web content credibility. Therefore, we start by identifying text-based features that might impact users perception of a webpage credibility, and comply with previous works [3, 11, 12] : (1) Category -users may have different expectations about the writing norms and styles, and the choice of words and punctuation that a text belonging to a particular category should comform to (e.g., an article in a gossiping magazines is written in a different way than a scientific article). We compute webpages category with AlchemyAPI's text categorization service [18] 4 -the number of verbs, nouns, adjectives, and adverbs may give clues about the content type (e.g., a high number of adverbs and adjectives could indicate a descriptive text). (3) The text length may reflect both the author's effort to write it and the reader's effort to evaluate it. To measure it, we do a simple count of the words in a webpage.
Text comprehensibility. Another factor that might affect users' perception of credibility is their level of education. Similar with previous works [11, 12] , to capture this factor we compute features that reflect: (1) Text readability -to measure how difficult to understand the text in a webpage is; we use the SMOG score [19] , which gives an estimate of the number of years of education a user needs in order to understand the piece of text. (2) Text complexity is given by the text entropy in a webpage w, with n words and f i the frequency of each word [11] :
Text informativeness measures the singularity of a webpage content with respect to other webpages discussing the same topic 5 , and is given by [11] :
where
, with n i,j the number of occurrences of a term t i in a web-
, where the denominator is the number of webpages in which the term t i appears; W is the set of compared webpages (e.g., the webpages corresponding to a certain topic, i.e., search query), and |W | is the number of webpages in this set.
Non-standard use of grammar and punctuation was found to be a good indicator of low quality content and low credibility perceptions [12, 13] . To evince such characteristics we appraise: (1) the non-standard use of grammar by counting the number of spelling errors in a webpage, and (2) the use of punctuation marks by counting the number of occurrences of a given punctuation mark (e.g., commas, questions marks).
Sentiment Analysis. The content of a webpage may convey its author's personal opinions, beliefs and sentiments, which might be divergent from those of other sources of information or of the reader. To capture this we perform sentiment analysis 6 and measure (1) document and sentence level polarity by counting the positive and negative sentences, and (2) sentence level subjectivity by counting the number of objective and subjective sentences.
Appearance and Meta-Information Features. Webpage appearance features, such as webpage design and advertisements, have been found to impact users' perception of credibility [10, 20] . To this end, our feature set includes features that capture (1) the ads prominence in the webpage, e.g., the number of ads on a webpage, the size of the biggest ad, and the ratio between the size of the all ads and the size of the page, and (2) the graphical design of a webpage, which is estimated using the number of CSS style definitions as an approximation of how much effort has been put into the design of a particular webpage.
Membership. The domain type of a webpage might suggest that the page belongs or not to a set of trusted webpages (e.g, a .gov domain type might indicate that its content is approved by a governmental institution, a .edu domain type could belong to a educational institution).
Social Features
The popularity of a webpage can be a good indicator of its credibility [3] . To this end, we consider a webpage popularity on several social media platforms, and from internet traffic monitors. (1) We gathered information about webpages' social popularity from social networks sites (i.e., how many times a webpage was liked, shared, clicked, commented on Facebook, and tweeted on Twitter), from the URL shortener service Bitly 7 (i.e., the number of clicks and referrers of the shortened URL), and from the social bookmarking service Delicious 8 (i.e., the number of bookmarks for a webpage). (2) However, these social media metrics measure rather the influence, and not necessary user browsing behaviors. To capture this, we gathered information about the general popularity of webpages from the analytical service provided by Alexa 10 . Finally, the incoming links to a webpage can be seen as endorsements for this webpage and, thus, they could be a good indicator for a webpage reliability. This property is encompassed by features such as (1) Google PageRank and (2) Alexa rank 9 .
Automatic Assessment of Web Credibility
In this section we show how, given a set of webpages, we can automatically predict the (level of) credibility of each webpage. Two application settings are 6 For sentiment analysis we train three NLTK Naive Bayesian classifiers with movie reviews data from http://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/pabo/movie-review-data/. Polarity is classified with 90% accuracy, and subjectivity with 80% accuracy. 7 http://bitly.com/ 8 http://delicious.com/ 9 http://www.alexa.com/ considered: (1) assessing if a webpage is credible or not, case in which we cast the credibility assessment problem as a binary classification problem, and (2) assessing a webpage level of credibility on a five-point Likert scale, for which we approach the credibility assessment problem as a regression problem.
Dataset
To evaluate the performance of our approach, we use a dataset built by Microsoft for a study that analyzes if showing users a set of features can help them to better assess the webpages credibility [3] . This dataset consists of 1000 URLs (along with their credibility ratings) that point to webpages falling in five categories that exhibit both credible and non-credible web content. All these webpages are rated on a five-point Likert scale (where 1 means "very non-credible" and 5 "very credible"). The evaluation has been done according to the following definition: "A credible webpage is one whose information one can accept as the truth without needing to look elsewhere" [3] .
Since the values of some features are time-dependent (e.g., Alexa rank, social popularity), we remove from this dataset staled URLs (i.e., URLs that point to invalid web locations, or for which the content of the webpage changed since the dataset has been built). As a result, we are left with 883 URLs for which we compute the features detailed in Table 1 . For these URLs, the rating distribution is: 1 -4% (33), 2 -15% (131), 3 -22% (193), 4 -42% (373), and 5 -17% (153). For binary classification we label as credible only the webpages that received a credibility rating of 4 or 5, ending up with 60% (526) credible webpages and 40% (357) non-credible ones. We assume that a rating of 3 corresponds to a borderline/ambigous credibility valuation, and, thus, prefer to train the classifiers to label such webpages as non-credible.
Feature Selection
Before employing supervised learning algorithms to assess the webpages' credibility, we first filter out the features that are statistically proved to be irrelevant to the credibility prediction task. To do so, we apply three statistical tests, each of which tests a different null hypothesis, to select the discriminative features.
We first use the Spearman ρ test to check if the null hypothesis that there is no correlation between the feature values and the credibility ratings can be rejected. In particular, the link-based and some use-of-punctuation based features (i.e., the number of question and exclamation marks) were found to exhibit high correlation with the credibility ratings. In total, the Spearman ρ test rejected 15 features (out of which 14 are content-based features) for which the test was not statistically significant (p-value > 0.01).
Then, we apply the Chi2 test to see whether the occurrence of a feature is independent of the occurrence of a class (for this test we split the webpages into two classes, credible and non-credible, as explained in Section 4.1). Social features, e.g., Facebook features and Alexa rank, are particularly good indicators of credible webpages (the higher the feature value, the more credible the non-credible webpages) . Only few features (9 out of 35 features) were found to exhibit a significant difference between classes. For instance, pagerank and Alexa rank showed the highest discriminative capacity among these features: higher values are more related to credible webpage. Other features for which this test is statistically significant include the informativeness (i.e., informative content relates with credible webpages), how attentive the webpage design is, its social popularity, and text features (i.e., the number of adverbs, text polarity and the number of question marks).
Barring the categorical features (i.e., domain type, webpage category, webpage polarity) for which Spearman ρ test cannot be applied, we select the features that proved to be statistically significant in at least two of the tests (ensuring this way the features selection reliability). From the categorical features we keep all those significant in at least one test (e.g., Chi2 test). We, thus, ended up with 22 features, listed in Table 2 .
Credibility Prediction
For evaluation, we used scikit-learn 10 toolkit to train supervised classification and regression models. We experimented with several learning schemes such as support vector machine (SVM), decision trees, extremely randomized trees (ERT), and naive bayes for classification; and SVM and ERT's variants for regression. The obtained results were similar, but ERT 11 achieved slightly better results. Tables 3 and 4 summarize the results obtained with ERT for both classification and regression, respectively. To obtain the optimal model for ERT, we used grid search to determine the best parameter combination 12 . For all our experiments, the dataset has been split into 80% (706 webpages) learning set (used for 3-fold cross-validation) and 20% (177 webpages) test set (used to test how well the learning models generalize to new data).
Evaluation Metrics.
To evaluate the classification performance we use popular metrics such as accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score. We also look at the false positives (FP) rate, which is particularly important for the pages labeled as credible (i.e., indicating that the non-credible webpages are predicted to be credible, which is undesirable). To evaluate the performance of the regression models we use root mean squared error (RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE) to compare between different models, and the coefficient of determination (R 2 ) and the rank correlation (Spearman ρ) to determine to what extent our predicted values can explain the real ratings of the webpages. Table 3 shows that, overall, the classification accuracy is around 75%, significantly higher than of a random predictor. However, the prediction yields different performance for each class. While the F1 score is high for credible webpages ('C' in the table), indicating a good tradeoff between precision and recall, for noncredible webpages ('NC' in the table) the F1 score is much lower, in particular, due to a lower recall. Additionally, the false positives (FP) rates show that while only a few credible webpages are labeled as non-credible, roughly 2x more noncredible webpages are classified as credible. This along with the low recall for non-credible webpages raises a concern that the classifier is too optimistic and assesses non-credible pages as credible. The results obtained on the test set are similar with those obtained with cross-validation, showing that the predictive model is generalizing well to new data. We noticed that webpages with short textual content, but high social popularity, were predicted as credible, while in the dataset they were labeled as non-credible. This could be explained by the definition used to rate the webpages in the Microsoft dataset (Section 4.1), which might account credible, but poor in information, webpages as non-credible.
For regression, table 4 shows that slightly more than 30% of the ratings variation is explained by the variation in our predicted values, compared with the random model which does not even follow the trend of the ratings. Both RMSE and MAE show a significant improvement w.r.t. the random model. Additionally, the Spearman ρ indicates a statistically significant, positive and moderate monotonic dependence between the predicted and the true credibility ratings.
Prediction Performance for Different Feature Types
We now study how good predictors either the social features, or the content features are. For classification (Table 5) , the content features generally yield better performance over all metrics. In fact, the results obtained with the content features are close to those obtained with all features (Table 3) , the few percent dropped in accuracy being caused by the poorer detection of non-credible webpages. Nevertheless, the non-credible webpages are in general harder to predict. In contrast, for regression (Table 6 ), using the social features leads to slightly better results: smaller error rates and higher correlations. However, while the model built with content features generalize well, the one build with social features overfits the data. This could be explained by the higher number of features that the regression model needs to account, and the more noisy features (while high values for the social popularity based features relate more with credible webpage, their absence is not necessary a good indicator for lack of credibility).
Best Features. Table 7 shows the top best features for both classification and regression tasks, which are ranked based on their relative distances from the root of trees in ERT model. Link-based features (e.g., @pagerank and #alexa linksin) appear consistently close to the root when the social features are used. In contrast, Alexa rank appears to be a good feature for the classification task only. On the other hand, the number of CSS definitions and SMOG score are good features when the content features are included. When only the content features are used, the number of question marks, the domain type and the text informativeness are relevant for both classification and regression tasks. When relying only on the social features, the social popularity-based features are placed very close to the root (in particular, the number of tweets). Additionally, Alexa rank becomes relevant for the regression task as well.
Conclusions
Assessing web credibility is important for avoiding being misled by inappropriate sources of information. However, it also exposes important challenges due to the open nature and the large scale of the web. To provide end users support, in this paper, we present a general-purpose fully automated web credibility assessment framework, based on supervised learning algorithms. To this end, we first did an extensive survey of the relevant literature, which resulted in a super-set of 37 webpage features that encompass numerous attributes involved in web credibility assessment and deemed relevant by the prior work in different contexts. We leverage these features, which are gathered from various sources: textual content, webpage design, link structure, social popularity, etc. We presented how to refine them into a relevant subset by applying statistical tests, on which a supervised learning algorithm yields good results on a real dataset: for classification we obtained an accuracy of 75%, while for regression we obtained an improvement of roughly 53% for both MAE and RMSE over the random baseline approach.
